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Localized Vibration Therapy Increases 

range of motion and flexibility + increases 

circulation 

Keeping the body’s soft tissue (muscles, tendons, ligaments, fascia) 

loose is essential for maintaining flexibility and range of motion. While 

soft tissue balls can help the body stay loose, adding vibration with the 

intensity and frequency of The HYPERSPHERE takes the whole 

experience to another level. The HYPERSPHERE has been used by the 

world’s best athletes to warm up and recover from training and 

competition. It can be used by anyone who wants to move better. The 

HYPERSPHERE is an essential tool for localized soft tissue therapy. 

BACK | HIPS | GLUTES | SHOULDERS | FEET | HAMSTRINGS | CONCENTRATED 

AREAS 

 

Technical specification 

 
HYPERSPHERE (PATENT PENDING) SPECS AND FEATURES 

 Digital circuitry controls with 3 speeds setting 



 High-intensity vibrating core transfers maximum vibration to the body 

 Compact and portable, easy for travel and carry. 

 Textured rubber exterior targets vibration for more localized therapy 

 Rechargeable lithium ion batteries give over 2 hours of use per charge 

 HYPERSPHERE AC charger included 

  

More video at www.vimeo.com/hyperice 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.vimeo.com/hyperice


Vyper 2.0 (new!!) 
The VYPER 2.0 is the next generation of 

the world’s most powerful vibrating 

fitness roller. The latest innovation by 

Hyperice is now stronger, sleeker, and 

even more durable. 
Superior amplitude and vibration provide deeper muscle activation and 

trigger point release compared to regular foam rolling. Excellent for 

increasing circulation, relaxing muscles, and myofascial release for 

optimal warm up and recovery. 

 



Technical specification 

VYPER 2 Specs and Features 
 Dual- zone surface (grooved or smooth) for a customized roll 

 Battle-tested for strength and durability 

 Improves range of motion up to 40%* 

 Engineered to deliver high intensity vibration combined with myofascial release 

 All digital circuitry controls 3 speed settings 

 Eco-friendly, poly-propylene outer shell transfers maximum vibration 

 Rechargeable lithium ion batteries give over 2 hours of use per charge 
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